
Unique Learning System  
Supports California’s  
Alternate Pathway to Diploma
For almost 20 years, Unique Learning System (ULS) has been meeting the needs of moderate 
to severe special education students in California. It provides a convenient, online platform 
for delivering differentiated, CA-standards-aligned content enhanced by powerful assessments, 
data and reporting, and evidence-based instructional support.

It’s a trusted resource that California students and teachers can count on to meet  
California’s Alternate Pathway to Diploma requirements.
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“Centered” applications
 such as:
 Badges
 Splash screens
 Wearables



A standards-first approach 
that addresses the Alt Pathway 
course requirements

Designed by a team of expert instructional 

designers, ULS is the only standards-first 

solution with complete standards alignment 

to California’s extended standards.

Automated, customizable lesson 
plans aligned with Alt Pathway

Our new Learning Pathways will provide a 

recommended sequence of CA standards-based 

resources that support APD requirements.  

Educators can save time in lesson planning and  

assign lessons to students easily and quickly.

 
Ongoing content additions 
and enhancements address 
Alt Pathway requirements 

New CA-standards-aligned science, social studies, 

and math content will be added to the high school 

grade band throughout the 2024–2025 school year 

to expand our current content offerings. 

Automatic data generation 
and reporting 

Student performance in activities is automatically 

tracked for easy progress monitoring and 

demonstrating standards achievement and 

skills mastery.

Unparalleled customer support 
and resources 

Best-in-class support provides everything districts 

need to execute Alt Pathway requirements—through 

webinars, knowledge base articles, teacher reference 

materials, and virtual or in-person professional learning.

EVERYONE Can Learn®
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Explore more at 
n2y.com/unique-learning-system

“ULS was a game-changer for our students… 
I do feel like we’re more capable of meeting 
[California] state standards using n2y.”

Kem Vestal 
Special Education Coordinator 

FRESNO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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Unique Learning System Meets  
California Alt Pathway Needs
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